
BEYOND SCHOOL...

School-job alternation
School-job alternation concerns the planning of internship job activities for our school’s

students in agencies, institutions, offices etc. to be realized during the school year, on the

basis of specific conventions with involved partners.

The school offers training courses for students who will take part in the school job alternation

project regarding health and safety protection in workplaces.

Our school job alternation project has different goals:

-to join the experience acquired during the school years with competences which are also

useful in the work world.

-to encourage students to enhance personal vocations, interests and individual learning



styles.

The SJA has to:

- "develop the competences required by the educative, cultural and professional profile of the

training courses";

- "develop competences" intended as "the ability to apply specific knowledge in professional

and personal contexts" and to integrate "knowledge with social skills";

- it can "offer the student occasions to solve problems, to take on tasks and autonomous

initiatives, to learn through experience in order to rielaborate them within a working

environment".

Sottob@nco
Sottob@nco is the name of our school’s online newspaper. It was created with the goal of

affirming our school’s unity, compared to the local culture; that is to say developing the

relationships with the community, with institutions, associations, enterprises, trade unions

and cultural centres, but also to look into historical and artistic  aspects of our territory.

Read Sottob@nco!Read Sottob@nco!



Imun

A "Model United Nations" is a simulation of UN committees’ debates. In the models, the

students act as delegates of the member states, for the purpose of debating about global

Students partecipating in a journalism lesson.Students partecipating in a journalism lesson.

These are the students who took part to the IMUN project. The initials mean “Italian Model UnitedThese are the students who took part to the IMUN project. The initials mean “Italian Model United
Nations”.Nations”.



problems that are discussed in the real UN assemblies.

The Model United Nations gives life to a role-playing game in which students, act as delegates

of the country they have been assigned and debate with the other participants.


